
WRITE A CATCHY CHORUS

If you're looking for tips on how to write a chorus that people won't forget, take a look at this advice on creating your
song's main hook.

If you write melody first, try going back and creating a chord progression that incorporates some of those main
melody notes. Here are nine unabashed ways to make a chorus sound more like a chorus. Because musicians
over-complicate things. We would love to hear about them in the comments below! Sometimes the song calls
for AABA and all you need is a bridge. Both are valid options, but upping the anticipation is always an
effective way of making your chorus feel like an enormous pay off. Create line in your chorus which, when
repeated after each verse, takes on a new meaning. The time for lyrical specifics is usually in your verses. Of
course, these are only ideas to get you started. Production is where you and a producer add extra parts or
effects to your song to make it sound even better. Let us know in the comments below and share this advice
with your fellow musicians. You can take the catchiest hook and move it to the chorus, for example. Using
your melodies to drive home the key notes in your chord progressions can create an overall more cohesive
sound and a much stronger composition. Every song you write â€” over a period of time â€” will become less
interesting to you. It should be conducive to a sing-along. Think of them like small little Lego blocks that can
be stuck together in multiple different ways to create larger things. This just allows you to pull out those
strong notes that will really get your hook to stand out. Sometimes it comes naturally, sometimes it is elusive.
Alternatively, you could also create expectation with a sequence and not follow through by playing something
completely unexpected to create tension. For example you could move the motif down by a 4th and up by a
2nd. Sometimes, when you have a rocking verse, all you need is a refrain a short hook that gets tacked on like
"Come Together right now over me". You've sharpened your hooks and the earworms are hungry. Rhythm It's
also worth considering giving your chorus a rhythm that is distinct from what you've got going on in the verse.
Back to all posts 9 Secrets to Writing a Great Chorus One of the main tools in your songwriting arsenal is the
almighty Chorus. How do you make a good chorus? We asked four experienced songwriters their thoughts on
how to write better songs. You want your chorus lyrics to be both concise and poetic, and also to remind your
listeners what your song's all about. But today I want to focus on the technical side of things. Related Music
Industry Guides:. Want to learn how to do that?


